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Abstract 

Visualization of operating system (OS) behavior can provide insight that is difficult to 
obtain by reviewing source code.  The improvement is amplified when the data collected 
and its visual representation is customized to answer a specific question.  DTrace is 
well-suited for capturing accurate data for visualization as its effect on the OS during 
collection is minimal.  This report describes the development and use of a DTrace-based 
tool, Topo, to collect and visualize runtime statistics of OS function calls.

1 Introduction

Topo is a collection of two programs: topo-collect, a DTrace-based utility that collects 
runtime data of operating system (OS) functions and topo-draw, a program to generate 
visualizations of collected data.  The topo-collect program uses DTrace’s function 
boundary tracing support to track the flow of a thread through operating system 
functions.  Although source code can be used as a guide to predict the behavior of an 
operating system, the time required to comprehend complexities in software is reduced 
through visualization [1].

By using programmable data collection and visualization tools, an alternative to 
standard call graphs can be produced.  These alternative graphs reveal runtime 
relationships between various OS-level functions in a condensed form and provide an 
example of the potential in customized collection and visualization.

2 Data Collection and Processing

The topo-collect utility is responsible for parsing command-line arguments, 
generating a DTrace script, executing the script, collecting the output, and generating 
statistics for later visualization.  Wrapping DTrace with a separate program allows 
improved support for command-line arguments and data processing.  The automatic 
generation of the DTrace script enables program modifications to be made without 
manual editing of D source code.

Several command-line options are available for topo-collect: specification of the 
module of the function to track, the number of sample runs to collect, and how the 
output should be formatted.  The only required argument is the name of the function that 
marks the start of the call paths to trace.
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Collection

Using the command-line arguments, a DTrace script is generated that records and 
prints the name, thread identifier, call depth, start time, and total time for every function 
invocation that occurs below, and including, the given start function.  An example 
generated script is provided as Appendix A.  

Of the data gathered, the total time for each function call required the most effort to 
capture.  This was caused by the need to implement a stack and retain state in order to 
correlate data from return probe actions with data from the most recent entry probe 
firing.  Pairing every function entry with its corresponding return allowed for computing 
the total time spent in each function.  

Data is printed at every firing of the entry and return probes in the form of:

At entry:

At return:

function name, run id, call id, thread id, call depth, start time

function name, run id, call id, total time

Figure 2.1.  The run id is used to distinguish between multiple runs, or traces, during a collection session.  
The call id is used to distinguish function invocations within a single run.

These results are captured by topo-collect and used to generate statistics and 
format the results for visualization.

Post-processing

The output produced by the DTrace script is used to build call trees for each sample 
run.  The tree is symmetrical to the call hierarchy and can be used to extract statistics 
from the recorded data.  For example, it is possible to traverse a call tree and find, for 
each function, how much time was spent running local instructions versus called 
functions.

Statistics for each tree are generated and merged to create a characterization of 
every function that was invoked.  The results are, for each function: name, total time, 
total time in local instructions, total number of times called, call depth levels, names of 
all calling functions, and names of all functions called.  The function statistics are printed 
in either a plain list format or as a list of serialized objects that can be interpreted by 
topo-draw.  See Appendix B for examples of program output.

3 Visualization

Results

A single function is represented as a node and several attributes of a function 
determine its size, color, and relative position in the graph.
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Size

Color

Translucency/
Fade

Connectedness

The size is determined by the highest (smallest numerical value) call depth 
the function appears at.  Nodes closer to the beginning of the call tree will 
appear larger.

Nodes receive a color from a red to green gradient based on their run 
time.  Red indicates longer duration and green the opposite.

The translucency or faded-out appearance of a node represents the 
percentage of time spent on local instructions vs. calling other functions.  
Nodes are bright if all instructions are local and become more faded as more 
time is spent calling functions.

An edge is drawn between nodes that have a caller-callee relationship, but 
only the first of potentially multiple relationships is shown.

Figure 3.1.  Legend for generated graphs.

In Figure 3.2, a trace of the ioctl function [4] on an OpenSolaris machine is shown.  

This depiction shows that ioctl called three other functions.  Two of them are shallow, 
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Figure 3.2.  Visualization of the ioctl function on OpenSolaris.  See Appendix B, Figure 
B.1 for the data used. 



but the third function produces a busy call chain.  This is the fop_ioctl function [5], used 
in vnode operations, and the faded out appearance of the node signifies that the thread 
spent the majority of it’s time executing instructions defined by functions further down 
the call tree.

Figure 3.3 and 3.4 provide further examples of call tree visualization.  Respectively, 
the vfs_context_proc function [10] from the mach_kernel provider on Mac OS X 10.5.2 
and the lwp_block function [6] from the unix provider on OpenSolaris nv80 are shown.

Implementation

Figure 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 were all generated by topo-draw, which provides instructions 
to a visualization platform [3] on how to render the collected data.  After reading in the 
output produced by topo-collect, each function is drawn as a node with various 
attributes, such as color or size, being decided by the characteristics of the data 
collected on that function.

An image is generated in a top-down, recursive fashion, where each parent node is 
drawn before its children.  Shading and gradients are used to provide a sense of depth.
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Figure 3.3.  Visualization of the vfs_context_proc function on Mac OS X..  See 
Appendix B, Figure B.3 for the data used. 



4 Conclusion

Custom visualization tools and data collection scripts can generate products that 
assist in the understanding of operating systems.  Programmable profilers such as 
DTrace and visualization toolkits like NodeBox make it possible to achieve a greater 
level of detail in both data collection and visual representation in a short timeframe.  

Using DTrace within a general programming language is convenient when script 
customizations and post-processing are required.  The C interface to DTrace, libdtrace, 
is private [8] and the only way to use DTrace programmatically from most languages [9] 
is by running the dtrace command as an external process.  A public libdtrace would 
allow cleaner, programmatic access to DTrace from most major programming 
languages.
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Figure 3.4.  Visualization of the lwp_block function on OpenSolaris..  See Appendix B, 
Figure B.4 for the data used. 



AFTERWORD

At the start of this project I had no practical experience with DTrace, but quickly felt 
that I was on my way to becoming an advanced user.  The D programming language is 
fairly straightforward and the usage documentation is excellent.  The most significant 
problem I encountered with DTrace is that the FBT provider on both Mac OS X and 
OpenSolaris is unreliable [7].  

Since Topo collects data about every entry and return of every function in a call tree, 
it’s unforgiving of probes not being fired.  Consequently, it may take many attempts 
before a successful run of topo-collect occurs when tracing certain functions.  On Mac 
OS X, I noticed problems with lck_mtx_unlock’s return probe not being fired and on 
OpenSolaris, some functions’ entry probes were not consistently firing.  Hopefully this 
will be resolved in time and perhaps there are some tricks that can minimize the issue.

Given more time, I’d extend Topo to provide an interactive interface capable of 
zooming, display of node details, and layout manipulation.

All the source code for this project is available at: https://github.com/mattrepl/topo/
tree/master.

Both topo-collect and topo-draw are written in Python.

Python 2.4 is required for topo-collect.  See Appendix B for examples of using topo-
collect.  

NodeBox is required for topo-draw, it is an open source, Mac OS X application 
available from: http://nodebox.net/.  To produce an image with topo-draw: load topo-
draw into NodeBox, modify the DATA_ROOT and DATA_FILE variables to point at a file 
containing topo-collect output, and then select Python -> Run.
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APPENDIX A

A DTrace script generated by topo-collect.

#!/usr/sbin/dtrace -s

#pragma D option defaultargs

typedef struct {
    string func_name;  /* name of function */
    int thread_id;  /* id of running thread */
    int run_id;  /* unique run id */
    int call_id;  /* unique wrt other call_infos in this run, this orders calls */
    int depth;  /* depth in the call stack */
    uint64_t start_time;
    uint64_t total_time;
} call_info;

self int depth;  /* current depth for each run */
self int call_id_count;  /* equivalent to a count of function entries within a run */
self int curr_call_id;  /* id of func call currently being executed by thread */
self int call_stack[int];  /* temp storage for call ids in a run */
self int stack_top;  /* top of the call stack */

int run_id_count;  /* keep track of the run id to assign new runs */

string fn;  /* name of function to trace */
int num_runs;  /* number of runs to collect */

call_info call_infos[int, int];  /* all call infos indexed by run and call id */

BEGIN
{
   run_id_count = 0;
   num_runs = 1;
}

fbt::ioctl:entry
{
  self->call_id_count = 0;
  self->rid = run_id_count;
  self->stack_top = 0;

  this->cid = self->call_id_count;
  self->depth = 0;
  this->start_time = timestamp;

  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].func_name = probefunc;
  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].thread_id = tid;
  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].run_id = self->rid;
  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].call_id = this->cid;
  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].depth = self->depth;
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  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].start_time = this->start_time;

  self->curr_call_id = this->cid;
  self->call_stack[self->stack_top] = this->cid;

  printf("%s %d %d %d %d %d\n", probefunc, self->rid, this->cid, tid, self->depth, this->start_time);

  ++(self->depth);
  self->curr_call_id = ++(self->call_id_count);
  ++run_id_count;
  self->in = 1;
}

fbt:::entry
/self->in && probefunc != "ioctl"/
{
  this->cid = self->curr_call_id;
  this->start_time = timestamp;

  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].func_name = probefunc;
  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].thread_id = tid;
  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].run_id = self->rid;
  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].call_id = this->cid;
  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].depth = self->depth;
  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].start_time = this->start_time;

  self->call_stack[++(self->stack_top)] = this->cid;

  printf("%s %d %d %d %d %d\n", probefunc, self->rid, this->cid, tid, self->depth, this->start_time);

  ++(self->depth);
  self->curr_call_id = ++(self->call_id_count);
}

fbt:::return
/self->in && probefunc != "ioctl"/
{
  --(self->depth);

  this->cid = self->call_stack[self->stack_top];
  this->end_time = timestamp;
  this->start_time = call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].start_time;

  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].total_time = this->end_time - this->start_time;

  --(self->stack_top);
  printf("%s %d %d %d\n", probefunc, self->rid, this->cid, call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].total_time);
}

fbt::ioctl:return
/self->in && num_runs-1 == 0/
{
  this->cid = self->call_stack[self->stack_top];
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  this->end_time = timestamp;
  this->start_time = call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].start_time;

  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].total_time = this->end_time - this->start_time;

  --(self->stack_top);
  printf("%s %d %d %d\n", probefunc, self->rid, this->cid, call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].total_time);

  exit(1);
}

fbt::ioctl:return
/self->in/
{
  this->cid = self->call_stack[self->stack_top];
  this->end_time = timestamp;
  this->start_time = call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].start_time;

  call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].total_time = this->end_time - this->start_time;

  --(self->stack_top);

  printf("%s %d %d %d\n", probefunc, self->rid, this->cid, call_infos[self->rid, this->cid].total_time);

  self->in = 0;
  --num_runs;
}
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APPENDIX B
# python topo-collect.py -n 10 -o machine ioctl

FuncStats('ioctl', 6977606, 812887, [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], 10, [], ['releasef', 'fop_ioctl', 'getf'])

FuncStats('fop_ioctl', 3905743, 588286, [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1], 10, ['ioctl'], ['spec_ioctl', 'socktpi_ioctl', 
'crgetmapped'])

FuncStats('getf', 881036, 502658, [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1], 10, ['ioctl'], ['set_active_fd'])

FuncStats('releasef', 1377940, 606196, [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1], 10, ['ioctl'], ['clear_active_fd', 'cv_broadcast'])

FuncStats('clear_active_fd', 394730, 394730, [2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2], 10, ['releasef'], [])

FuncStats('crgetmapped', 376426, 376426, [2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2], 10, ['fop_ioctl'], [])

FuncStats('cv_broadcast', 377014, 377014, [2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2], 10, ['releasef'], [])

FuncStats('set_active_fd', 378378, 378378, [2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2], 10, ['getf'], [])

FuncStats('socktpi_ioctl', 242782, 49324, [2], 1, ['fop_ioctl'], ['strioctl'])

FuncStats('spec_ioctl', 2698249, 435493, [2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2], 9, ['fop_ioctl'], ['cdev_ioctl'])

FuncStats('cdev_ioctl', 2262756, 700561, [3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3], 9, ['spec_ioctl'], ['priv_policy_only', 'kmem_free', 
'kmem_alloc', 'ddi_get_soft_state', 'kmem_zalloc', 'xc_sync', 'strncpy'])

FuncStats('strioctl', 193458, 77057, [3], 1, ['socktpi_ioctl'], ['job_control_type', 'msgdsize', 'strcopyout'])

FuncStats('ddi_get_soft_state', 350128, 350128, [4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4], 9, ['cdev_ioctl'], [])

FuncStats('job_control_type', 39943, 39943, [4], 1, ['strioctl'], [])

FuncStats('kmem_alloc', 225589, 97730, [4, 4], 2, ['cdev_ioctl'], ['kmem_cache_alloc'])

FuncStats('kmem_free', 349120, 195628, [4, 4, 4, 4], 4, ['cdev_ioctl'], ['kmem_cache_free'])

FuncStats('kmem_zalloc', 175995, 99256, [4, 4], 2, ['cdev_ioctl'], ['kmem_cache_alloc'])

FuncStats('msgdsize', 37667, 37667, [4], 1, ['strioctl'], [])

FuncStats('priv_policy_only', 149852, 94493, [4], 1, ['cdev_ioctl'], ['priv_isfullset'])

FuncStats('strcopyout', 38791, 38791, [4], 1, ['strioctl'], [])

FuncStats('strncpy', 155425, 155425, [4, 4, 4, 4], 4, ['cdev_ioctl'], [])

FuncStats('xc_sync', 156086, 49307, [4], 1, ['cdev_ioctl'], ['xc_do_call'])

FuncStats('kmem_cache_alloc', 204598, 164919, [5, 5, 5, 5], 4, ['kmem_alloc', 'kmem_zalloc'], 
['kmem_cpu_reload'])

FuncStats('kmem_cache_free', 153492, 153492, [5, 5, 5, 5], 4, ['kmem_free'], [])

FuncStats('priv_isfullset', 55359, 55359, [5], 1, ['priv_policy_only'], [])
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FuncStats('xc_do_call', 106779, 48597, [5], 1, ['xc_sync'], ['xc_common'])

FuncStats('kmem_cpu_reload', 39679, 39679, [6], 1, ['kmem_cache_alloc'], [])

FuncStats('xc_common', 58182, 58182, [6], 1, ['xc_do_call'], [])

Figure B.1.  Single sample of tracing the ioctl function and collecting statistics for it and its child calls.  
Each line is a serialized object that will be loaded by topo-draw.

# python topo-collect.py -n 5 read
read, total time: 1246033, contrib time: 659395, depths: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0], call count: 5, callers: [], callees: 

['__pthread_testcancel']

__pthread_testcancel, total time: 586638, contrib time: 586638, depths: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1], call count: 5, callers: 
['read'], callees: []

Figure B.2.  Tracing the read function, collecting five samples, and using the default output formatting.
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